
ODEW EMIS-ITC Call – 02/20/2024 
Notes provided by Gretchen Martin (ACCESS) and BreAnn Blubaugh (LACA) 
 
 
FY24 Fall 3rd Gr. ELA and Reading Collection - This collection closes next Friday, March 1st.  There are 
still districts who have not submitted - lists of these districts are being shared with ITCs. 
 
FY24 Kindergarten Readiness Assessment Collection - ODEW updated the schedule for the KRA 
collection and results are now available for districts to report.  The original rescheduled close date 
(March 29th) is Good Friday, and many districts are not in session.  As such, the collection close will be 
extended through April 5th.  The process schedule and manifest have not been updated yet to reflect 
this date change, but that should happen sometime this week.   
 

Q&A 
Q: If ODEW EMIS helpdesk tickets are reopened, are the emails still working as expected?  I reopened a 
ticket on the 13th and have not had any response, so want to make sure. 
A:  We are not aware of the emails not working.  There are several individuals who have been out on 
vacation, so it’s possible responses will be coming when those folks return to the office.   
 
Q:  Can a district still use the KRA for a Reading Diagnostic?   
A:  Yes, they can use the KRA for a Reading Diagnostic.  
 
Q:  If a district uses the KRA as a Reading Diagnostic, the results would be reported in the KRA collection 
and they would not have to re-report in the Reading Diagnostic Collection; ODEW would automatically 
grab them? 
A: That is correct. 
 
Q: Students are appearing in the “Fall_KRA_Supplementary_Assessments_Being_Reported-Pls_confirm” 
preview submission file in the KRA collection.  These students enrolled too late for the KRA assessment 
to be administered.  If the district is using the KRA for the Reading Diagnostic, is it ok to continue to 
report these scores in the KRA collection? 
A:  Yes, you can still report them.  Districts do need to be careful reporting extra assessment results that 
impact the local report card measures.  For example, reporting a SNR result for a student who truly does 
not need an assessment record, this could negatively impact the LRC statistics.  But for something like 
the KRA, it’s not an issue. 
 

Upcoming Call Schedule 
Monday, March 4th - ODEW ITC EMIS Call 
Wednesday, March 13th - EMIS Change Call 
 


